
6 WAYS TO SAVE COSTS  
AND INCREASE EFFICIENCY  
IN GROCERY OPERATIONS
Food and beverage operations incur significant costs when moving product from place to place. As demand 
increases and supply chains experience strain, it is important to keep these six things in mind to ensure an 
efficient and productive operation:

To learn more about what Raymond is doing to ensure warehouse, distribution and supply 
chain operations stay efficient and productive, visit www.raymondcorp.com.  
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EMBRACE A LEAN CULTURE
Based on Toyota Production System (TPS) principles, Raymond Lean 
Management (RLM) techniques enable operations to standardize 
work, track key performance indicators and make continuous 
improvements to ensure the best possible solutions.

LEARN FROM YOUR FLEET
Data reports can offer detailed information as to what workers are 
doing, their productivity, the age of your equipment and batteries, 
and maintenance costs. Use the data to plan fleet replacements and 
to match your fleet with your projected business growth.  

UTILIZE INNOVATIVE TRAINING TECHNIQUES
21st-century learning tools, such as e-learning and virtual reality, help 
ensure lift truck operators are coached more quickly and confidently.

INVEST IN LITHIUM-ION TECHNOLOGY
Lithium-ion batteries offer increased power capacity, allowing fewer 
work disruptions to charge batteries and require no battery change-
outs. Utilizing a battery with built-in heaters and active cell balancing 
enables Raymond® lithium-ion-powered trucks to thrive in the 
refrigerated warehouses inherent in the food industry. 

MAXIMIZE YOUR WAREHOUSE SPACE
High-capacity reach trucks allow customers to optimize taller 
buildings and store heavy pallets in almost any location. The Raymond 
High-capacity Reach-Fork® truck is ideal for cold storage and freezer 
applications, as these warehouses employ tall racking systems for 
maximum storage.

SIMPLIFY THE ORDER PICKING PROCESS
Offer better picking access and accuracy by investing in operator 
assist technologies, such as Pick2Pallet™ LED light system, which 
uses an LED light system to visually reinforce product placement for 
order fulfillment in batch picking applications.
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